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Green Environment Evidence for Dartmouth Neighbourhood Plan 2020

Introduction

Few towns can offer the returning resident or visitor more splendid and varied vistas as Dartmouth. 
Approaching from the sea the Undeveloped Coast within the South Devon Heritage coastline stretches 
westwards to Warren Point and cove, and the cliffs (South Hams Landscape Character Type 4H) and 
open coastal plateau landscape (LCT 1B) carry the South West Coastal Path, a national trail along a 
landscape designated as County Wildlife Sites (CWS) from Redlap in the west to the Dart estuary 
within the town. The agricultural land behind this protected fringe is a hot spot for the cirl bunting, an 
endangered species. Closer to the mouth of the Dart estuary Coastal Slopes and Combes (LCT 4D), 
covered in broadleaf woodland encircle the historic collection of castles protecting the harbour 
entrance. The heritage coast continues into the estuary (LTA 4A), past Gallants Bower, another CWS 
and to the parish boundary within Old Mill Creek, itself a CWS. The landscape is broken by River 
Valley Slopes and Combes (LCT 3G) entering the river Dart at Warfleet and Old Mill Creek. Once 
within the Bight the vista broadens to include the townscape and the historic buildings of the 
Britannia Royal Naval College (BRNC). At this point the views enjoyed by the seafarers open to 
those approaching Dartmouth by the 3 ferries crossing the Dart from Kingswear. The charm of the 
Historic town (LCT 7) is augmented by the encircling woodland and agricultural land to the South 
and West and to the North by the open green spaces surrounding the BRNC, creating a natural 
amphitheatre within which the town nestles, a feature recognised as important in Supplementary 
Planning Guidance issued by SHDC (New Work in Conservation Areas – SPG notes 2001). Much of 
the present town lies on land reclaimed during the 16th to the 19th century, and at low water remnants 
of the original mud flats are evident at Bayards Cove, which would still be recognisable to the Pilgrim 
Fathers who left from here to settle in America 400 years ago, and along the North embankment and 
extensively within Old Mill Creek. Dartmouth has been a major seaport for centuries. Ships of the 
Second Crusade left here in 1147, it was a major locus for the triangular trade across the Atlantic in 
the 16th and 17th centuries and an armada left here for the D-day landings on Omaha beach in 1944.

All of the Parish land visible from the sea and river, including the Heritage Coast and land within the 
river Dart from the HW mark to the skyline, lies within the South Devon AONB (map 1). Indeed 
almost two thirds (63%) of the Parish lies within the South Devon AONB, a designation which should 
be accorded “great weight” when considering development issues (NPPF para 172).  Further support 
for  conservation within the NP area is provided within the Plymouth and SW Devon Joint Local Plan 
(JLP), Policy SPT12  “conserving and enhancing the landscape and scenic beauty of the South Devon 
----AONB” and “Protecting and enhancing the distinctive landscapes of the Undeveloped Coast, 
particularly within the South Devon Heritage Coast”. Further guidance on development is provided 
within the JLP. DEV 25 attests that “The highest degree of protection will be given to the protected 
landscapes of the South Devon AONB, ---.The LPAs will protect the AONBs -- from potentially 
damaging or inappropriate development located either within the protected landscapes or their 
settings”. The process for evaluating proposals within the AONB, set out in its Planning Guidance v1 
has been recommended in the JLP SPD DEV25.8.  Along the Estuary, Undeveloped Coast and 
Heritage Coast DEV 24 states that “Development which would have a detrimental effect on the 
undeveloped and unspoilt character, appearance or tranquility of the Undeveloped Coast, estuaries, 
and the Heritage Coast will not be permitted except under exceptional circumstances.” There are 
policies within the JLP which have wider implications for the Parish lands within and beyond the 
AONB. Policy DEV23 states that “Development will conserve and enhance landscape, townscape and 
seascape character and scenic and visual quality, avoiding significant and adverse landscape or visual 
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impacts.” DEV 28 provides protection for Trees, woodlands and hedgerows, “Development that 
would result in the loss or deterioration of the quality of: Ancient woodland, aged or veteran trees or 
impact on their immediate surroundings; Other woodlands or high amenity trees including protected 
trees; Important hedgerows including Devon hedgebanks; will not be permitted unless the need for, 
and benefits of, the development in that location clearly outweigh the loss and this can be 
demonstrated.” More specific and extensive guidance on the protection afforded within the AONB is 
provided in Planning for the South Devon AONB: planning guidance v1.

Landscape (and seascape) Character Assessment

The NPPF 2019 in Section 15 in regard to conserving and enhancing the natural environment states in 
para 170 “Planning policies and decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and local 
environment” by “protecting and enhancing valued landscapes”. This is supported in the JLP in 
DEV25 which confirms that nationally designated landscapes such as the South Devon AONB should 
be protected from inappropriate development and activity. The Dart Estuary is included as one of the 
Devon Character Areas and within the Parish many of the Landscape Character Types (LCT) within 
the Devon list are represented (Map 2.3a, A Landscape Character Assessment for South Hams and 
West Devon, February 2017.

More granular appreciation of the distribution of the LCTs within Dartmouth Parish is provided in 
Map 2.

LCT 1B Open Coastal Plateaux 

This “High, open, gently undulating or rolling plateaux, dissected by deep combes and with notable 
coastal influence on windblown vegetation” is exemplified in the seascape of the parish along the 
coastline from Warren Point to Compass Cove. A stretch of the SW Coast Path, a National Trail, 
passes along this route to Dartmouth, providing extensive views of the sea. Hedge rows with 
windswept dwarf trees are a special feature.

LCT 3G River Valley Slopes and Combes

Rounded hills and steep undulating slopes are found overlooking the Dart valley throughout the parish 
with particularly fine examples in the valleys to the South West of the town leading into Warfleet 
Creek, and those to the North West leading into Old Mill Creek. Examples of this well-wooded 
landscape with deciduous woods and coniferous plantations are evident in Gallants Bower, Dyers 
Hill and Jawbones Beacon Park, which has views inland to Haytor on Dartmoor in the NE and to Start 
Point in the SW.

LCT 4A Estuaries

This dynamic landscape which changes often with tides and weather conditions has natural habitats 
that are highly important for biodiversity, especially in Old Mill Creek. The estuary brings important 
water based activities to the town.

LCT 4D Coastal slopes and Combes

Such incisions in the South Devon coast are often adjacent to river valleys (LCT 3G) and

estuaries (LCT 4A) as exemplified by the coves around the coast from Compass Cove to Castle Cove.

LCT 4H Cliffs

Cliffs are located along the south and east facing coast of the Parish framing Start Bay.

Dramatic sloping or vertical rocky cliffs with limited vegetation that provide a valued semi-natural
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habitat for many species including sea-birds.

LCT 4J Harbours, ports and marinas.

The river Dart adjacent to the eastern boundary of the parish is administered by the Dart Harbour 
Navigation Authority (DHNA) which has its office in the town. There is important interaction 
between the town and the river. The charm of the town, its setting, accommodation and hospitality 
services, and the views of the river, the varied waterborne activities and mooring facilities of the 
harbour bring visitors by land and sea, benefitting both residents and visitors. The medieval harbour is 
still evident at Bayards Cove.

LCT 5A Inland elevated undulating land.

Whilst such elevated undulating farmland, generally open and treeless with little built development, is 
mostly found in the higher reaches of major rivers such as the Dart, some areas extend towards the 
south coast and are influenced by coastal exposure and sea views. Such areas are found in the 
drainage area of bigger streams draining into these rivers such as those that reach the Dart at Warfleet 
creek and Old Mill creek.   

Historic Landscape Characterisation Assessment.

The large majority of this section will fall under the Town Environment TG and will include 
information from the Devon Historic Coastal and Market Town Survey: Dartmouth undertaken by 
DCC in 2016.

A comprehensive audit of historic sites in Dartmouth Parish is contained in the Devon HER 
Monument Full Report compiled by DCC and published in July 2020 (Appendix A).Designated 
assests and associated assets in this list are already protected.

A Local Listing of Non-Designated Assets outside the Conservation Area is shown in Appendix A.

Open Spaces and Local Green Spaces

In paras 91 and 92 the NPPF emphasises the need to protect and promote healthy and safe 
communities by “promoting social interaction, including opportunities for meetings between people 
who might not otherwise come into contact with each other”,  “encourage the active and continual use 

Policy DNP-GE-1

All these LCTs should be recognised and afforded the protection 
provided within the NPPF, the JLP and managed according to the 
principles contained in the South Devon AONB Management Plan, 
and the Landscape Strategy and Guidelines contained in the 
Landscape Character Assessment for South Hams, 2017.

Policy DNP-GE-2

These Non-Designated Assets contained within the Local Listing 
should be considered to be a material consideration in any 
planning decision.
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of public areas”, “enable and support healthy lifestyles, especially where this would address identified 
local health and well-being needs – for example through the provision of safe and accessible green 
infrastructure, sports facilities, ---- allotments and layouts that encourage walking and cycling.”, “ 
plan positively for the provision and use of shared spaces, community facilities (such as ----meeting 
places, sports venues, open space), take into account and support the delivery of local strategies to 
improve health, social and cultural well-being for all sections of the community; guard against the 
unnecessary loss of valued facilities and services, particularly where this would reduce the 
community’s ability to meet its day-to-day needs;” Such policies are included within the JLP under 
SPT12 para 8 “Conserving and enhancing a functional network across the Plan Area of greenspace 
and geodiversity sites that meets the needs of the communities and wildlife”. 

As long ago as 2004 The Dartmouth Community Plan for the Market and Coastal Towns initiative 
(MCTi 2004) had as one of its objectives the protection and enhancement of the “natural environment 
of the area”. More recently the survey undertaken in 2016 confirmed the priority given to “Green 
spaces and Nature” by the Dartmouth community. This topic was the 4th highest in importance 
amongst the topics identified in Q6 and 22 responses to Q8 emphasised the need to maintain and 
protect the current green spaces with specific comments regarding Coronation Park and the 
Community Orchard.

Whilst Dartmouth and the wider South Hams has been considered to have an adequate network of 
open spaces which provide such cover there is a recognised deficiency in the provision of 2ha sites 
within 300m within Dartmouth (South Hams Green Infrastructure Framework 2015). In addition 
growing concerns regarding obesity in adults and children have added emphasis to this provision such 
that all present facilities merit protection and opportunities to enhance provision should be sought 
(South Hams District Council, Open Space, Sport and Recreation (OSSR) Study 2017). Whilst the 
West Dart development lies outside the Parish its road access, public transport and geographical 
location will cause the population residing there to look to Dartmouth for its recreational and sporting 
needs. 

For research in to the beneficial effects of green spaces on human health and well being visit The 
Forest Bathing Institute https://tfb.institute/scientific-research/ .

An inventory of the open spaces network is included in Table 1 and shown in Map 3. 

Local Green Spaces

NPPF para 99 allows the designation of land as Local Green Space through Neighbourhood

Plans, allowing communities to identify and protect green areas of particular importance to them. Para 
100 establishes the criteria for such designation of a green space:

a) in reasonably close proximity to the community it serves;

b) demonstrably special to a local community and holds a particular local significance, for example 
because of its beauty, historic significance, recreational value (including as a playing field), 
tranquillity or richness of its wildlife; and

Policy DNP-GE-3

The open spaces in Dartmouth are individually important, but linked as they are by 
hedgerows, lines of trees and verges they form a green matrix which is extremely important 
for the mental and physical health of the community and for biodiversity (map 6). The 
individual components of this network must be protected and opportunities sought to improve 
accessibility and enhance and extend provision.
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c) local in character and is not an extensive tract of land.

Para 101. States that policies for managing development within a Local Green Space should be 
consistent with those for Green Belts.

Consultation with the local community regarding the audit of open spaces and nomination of those 
suitable for Local Green Space designation was undertaken at public meetings, notification of 
Landowners by ‘phone and email, meetings of the Green Environment Topic Group, through publicity 
on the website, through Newsletters and the development of a team of “Local Champions” (Figure 1) 
listed on the web site and in a local newspaper (Figure 2). Landowners were consulted for all of the 
nominated sites.

Some of the sites nominated for LGS designation are woodlands and in other trees make an important 
contribution to the value of these sites in terms of health and welfare, biodiversity and climate change 
mitigation (see later sections). Whilst Tree Preservation Orders (TPOs) are in place in some sites        
( see http://gis.swdevon.gov.uk/CNET4914LIVE/CMFindIt/)  in others the designation of Local 
Green Space will enhance the protection of  the trees and hedges in or around the site.

The sites nominated for Local Green Space designation are shown in Map 4 and in Table 2, and 3 
which summarises the evaluation of these sites.  

Community facilities for Play, Sport and Leisure

As stated in the preceding section the social and health benefits, both physical and mental, provided 
by open green spaces are supplemented in Dartmouth by a range of facilities for play, sports and 
leisure. Provision for such facilities is enshrined in para 96 of the NPPF, “Access to a network of high 
quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and physical activity is important for the health and 
well-being of communities. Planning policies should be based on robust and up-to-date assessments 
of the need for open space, sport and recreation facilities (including quantitative or qualitative deficits 
or surpluses) and opportunities for new provision, which can be anticipated now that building a large 
number of new homes on the Cotton Farm development, on the very margin of our Parish, is going 
ahead. Information gained from the assessments should be used to determine what open space, sport 
and recreational provision is needed, which plans should then seek to accommodate. In para 97 the 
requirements are given emphasis in planning decisions,

“Existing open space, sports and recreational buildings and land, including playing fields, should not 
be built on unless:

a) an assessment has been undertaken which has clearly shown the open space, buildings or land to be 
surplus to requirements; or

Policy DNP-GE-4

The sites nominated as candidates for Local Green Space designation are vital 
components of the Green matrix within Dartmouth v.s.. They should be so 
designated and provided with the enhanced protection accorded to such 
designation.
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b) the loss resulting from the proposed development would be replaced by equivalent or better 
provision in terms of quantity and quality in a suitable location; or

c) the development is for alternative sports and recreational provision, the benefits

of which clearly outweigh the loss of the current or former use.

These principles are supported within the JLP in policy DEV3 and 4.

Whilst overall provision in Dartmouth is in line with recommended levels there are deficiencies in 
certain categories and improvements required in individual sites. An audit of these sites was 
undertaken and the quality of provision assessed by conversations with users and through verbal and 
email correspondence with a number of stakeholders:

Dartmouth and District Sports Association
Dartmouth Amateur Athletic Club
Dartmouth Amateur Rowing Club
Dartmouth Rugby Union Football Club
Dartmouth Association Football Club
Dartmouth and District Cricket Club
Dartmouth Club de Petanque
Dartmouth Yacht Club and its canoe section
Dartmouth Hockey Club
Dartmouth Bowling Club
Dartmouth Gig Club
Dartmouth Jubilee Tennis Club
Dart Valley U3A Walking Group
Dart Area Landscape Access Group
Walk and Talk Group

The inventory of Community facilities and their assessment is contained in Table 4 and shown in Map 
5. The evidence gathered from these sources is available in Appendix B. The concerns raised during 
consultation are summarised below. 

a) Play Facilities (LAPs, LEAP, NEAP).

The play area in Victory Road is derelict and in an unsuitable location for this purpose. It is 
temporarily fenced off by agreement between SHDC and DTC but it is still accessible for antisocial 
activities. Replacement LEAP provision should be provided. Provision of LAP sites should be found.

Policy DNP - GE-5

The derelict LEAP area in Victory Road should be 
permanently decommissioned and repurposed for the benefit of 
the community.

The deficiency in LEAP provision should be rectified and the 
possibility of providing a LEAP within the lawn tennis area in 
Rock Park should be explored.

The possibility of providing a LAP within an adjacent area of 
green space in Rock Park should be explored.
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b) Sport and Leisure use at Norton Field.

This large open area, 3.57ha, is the only facility of its kind in the Parish justifying its nomination for 
Local Green Space (see Table 4). It is on relatively flat ground, is conveniently located for Townstal 
with its younger population and adjacent to the west Dart development, and there is parking provision 
adjacent. Despite this it is underutilised because of its serious deficiencies. 

The Dartmouth Community Plan, MCTi 2004 recognised the importance of the Norton Field sports 
facility and listed a number of enhancements, most of which are still aspirational. These included 
provision for:

 A floodlit all weather hockey pitch
 A floodlit grass pitch
 A 200 m athletics practice track and athletics field sports facility
 Skateboard and BMX biking facilities

Dartmouth and District Sports Association has undertaken its own assessment of the various bids for 
facilities on Norton Field. Their evidence in presented in Appendix C.

Policy DEV 4 in the JLP places emphasis on the importance of playing pitches in the health and 
welfare of communities and para 6.15 states, ”Playing pitches are a key part of the sporting offer for 
the Plan Area as they make a significant contribution to the health and well being of communities. 
The need to protect, enhance and deliver new facilities is based on an up to date assessment work 
included in Playing Pitch Plans for the area.” It is understood that a Playing Pitch Strategy is presently 
under review by SHDC and it is hoped will produce its recommendations by “Spring 2021”. 
However, it is believed that the following policy is consistent with the aims and need identified by the 
SHDC OSSR report of 2017, prepared for the development of the JLP.

Policy DNP-GE-6

Norton Field should receive the highest priority for major improvements as funds become 
available. The existing Rugby pitch and the seasonal athletic provision for field and track events 
should be retained and enhanced. A sports pavillion should be provided with shower and 
changing facilities for 2 teams/genders and officials, secure storage and an area for social events. 
This may be on ground behind the Leisure Centre, presently occupied by a Skate park, which 
could be sited elsewhere with improved surveillance and more challenging facilities. There is a 
long-standing recognition of the need for an all-weather hockey pitch in Dartmouth.

Accommodating the additional calls for space and facilities will prove difficult, exceeding the 
funds likely to be available in the foreseeable future and the physical constraints of the field. 
This difficult decision will need to be informed by the OSSR review presently being undertaken 
by SHDC. 

Community Action

A single storey shelter and storage facility should be 
provided on Coronation Park as funds become available. 
This could be located in the SW corner adjacent to the 
retaining wall in an area near to the Tennis Courts which 
has limited utility at present.
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c) Allotments

There is 0.7ha of allotments in Dartmouth, divided between 2 sites, a level of provision for the present 
population served by these facilities that is slightly below the target for Devon established by the 
English Allotments Survey in 1987 (0.15 ha/1000 population) and adopted in the JLP DEV5. One site 
is on flat ground in Milton Lane, owned and operated by DTC, and one on the steep slope of 
Jawbones, owned by the Dartmouth Trust and operated by the Jawbones Allotment Society. Both sites 
are judged to be adequate by the occupants with provision for storage and accessible water and are 
fully occupied with a waiting list for vacant plots. The Milton Lane site has car parking. It is 
important that both sites are retained for this purpose and that provision is monitored as the Cotton 
Farm development becomes populated. 

d) Slipways and launch facilities

Dartmouth  has an intimate relationship with the river from which it takes its name. Residents and 
visitors require ready access to launch small motor boats, dinghies and an increasingly wide range of 
personal water craft; canoes, kayaks and stand up paddleboards (SUP). The volume of this sport has 
increased enormously in the last year www.dartharbour.org/news-and-notices/news/2020/09/18 .  
Provision of safe storage facilities for boats, and trailers has been provided by SHDC in recent years, 
and now provision falls to DTC. The main boat and trailer storage capacity is in the northern area of 
Coronation Park. Users have pointed out the dangerous issue of visibility when crossing the road from 
Coronation Park to the slip adjacent to the Higher Ferry with vehicles crossing the queue for the ferry 
close to this point. This is exacerbated when pedestrians are transporting water craft and when the top 
of the slip is cluttered with large vehicles and trailers whilst their owners launch their vessels.

Community Action

The existing traffic system controlling alternating entry to the Higher 
ferry or the passage of cars in to the town should have a pedestrian 
phase added to allow boaters to cross the road in safety.

Provision should be made for short term parking of vehicles and 
trailers whilst water craft are launched and secured.

Policy DNP-GE-7

It is important to retain an adequate provision for Allotments within Dartmouth, and demand 
may increase as the Cotton Farm development is populated. Hence both these sites should be 
designated as LGS and their use restricted for this function unless suitable alternative 
provision is made.
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In the JLP DEV 3.2 confirms that “Access to the water such as to the sea, estuaries and rivers/etc. for 
recreation, whether alongside, on, or in the water, is of key importance to the Plan Area.”
At present in Dartmouth there is a slip adjacent to the Higher Ferry and a second larger slip way is 
proposed for the North embankment which will provide much needed extra capacity. The launch slip 
at Warfleet Creek is associated with a small “toast rack” storage facility. SUPs are being launched 
here with greater frequency.

Public Rights of Way, Walks and Cycle ways.

Public Rights of Way (PROW), cycle paths and other routes that provide public access not only 
contribute to physical and mental health but encourage awareness of the natural environment and an 
appreciation of biodiversity, whilst offering a sustainable network of transport links within the 
community. The JLP in SPT 12 para 10 not only supports the protection of these routes but 
encourages their extension. In the JLP SPD para3.110 states “There are opportunities to work 
creatively with landowners to improve connectivity, particularly linking new development sites to 
existing recreational areas, green spaces, Public Rights of Way and other recreational trails. 
Opportunities to increase, or improve, Public Rights of Way (PROW) alongside new development, 
will be actively pursued”. Strategy 11 within the MCTi report of 2004 sought “to make the natural 
environment more accessible” by proposing a number of additional footpaths. A list of existing 
PRoW, and  “aspirational” extensions to existing routes which would enable circular walks or 
improve accessibility for existing routes are listed in Table 5 and are shown in Map 6 
The definitions, rights and restrictions of the 4 categories of PROW and other types of public access 
routes can be found on  https://www.devon.gov.uk/prow/what-are-public-rights-of-way .

A detailed audit of the Public Rights of Way and other paths listed in Table 5 is given in Appendix D. 

Wildlife and Biodiversity

Policy DNP-GE-8

The present launch and boat and trailer storage facilities in Warfleet and at 
the Higher Ferry are fully stretched. A second slip on the North 
Embankment should be provided. The present slips and boat storage 
facilities must be preserved and enhanced as funds become available.

Policy DNP-GE-9

The existing Public Rights of Way and other access routes to the natural 
environment of Dartmouth should be protected and enhanced. Maintenance by 
DCC should be informed by a process which allows the notification of defects by 
members of the public and walking groups, such as DALAG, via the web site of 
DTC. 

Community Action

The aspirational extensions to existing access routes shown in Map5 should be 
further explored with the landowners once funding becomes available.
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The area covered by Dartmouth’s Neighbourhood Plan - next to the sea and along a large estuary with 
a backdrop of hills cut through by small coombes - ensures that it has a diverse flora and fauna. The 
mix of urban, rural, and maritime environments provides habitat for a range of resident (though not 
necessarily sedentary) species and its position on the south coast makes the area important for 
migratory species moving between mainland Europe and the British Isles and points further afield. 

The natural world is one of constant change driven by a variety of factors. Most profound is climate 
change, but agricultural and woodland management practices, urbanisation, pollution, hydrological 
change, habitat fragmentation, and invasive non-native species all contribute to the accelerating pace 
of change in the natural world that has been observable over the past century. All of these factors 
command considerable public interest and are subject to intense political debate over policy, 
especially as Britain leaves the EU and seeks to forge its own policies. All are at play in the 
Dartmouth area.

The South Hams landscape has been classified into seven main types each with sub-types. Those 
found in the Dartmouth Neighbourhood Plan area have been listed earlier in this document, and 
reflect its underlying geology. Different sorts of habitat occur within each type of landscape, creating 
a complex, green  matrix in which plants and animals establish themselves, and through which they 
spread or move. 

The core areas of a matrix include such habitats as woodland and grassland, but also urban parks and 
gardens. Some may enjoy legal protection, and require particular types of management. However, the 
routes through the matrix are also of principal concern and may not enjoy the same level of 
protection. They may be more or less permeable, either helping or hindering movement according to 
the particular capabilities of a species. The connectivity within a matrix may be structural (i.e. core 
areas of habitat physically linked, for example, by hedgerows, banks or streams, so that species can 
pass along them) or functional 
(i.e. permeable areas that species can pass through to get from one habitat to another, for example, 
open fields or urban gardens). This connectivity mitigates habitat fragmentation which is a 
contributory cause of loss in biodiversity. 

A description of the Dartmouth green matrix with core sites of high biodiversity value and their 
principal means of connection is contained in Appendix E.1 and illustrated in Map 7.

Legislation enacted over the past thirty years provides statutory protections for both habitats and 
species and must be taken into account by development planners. (See Appendix E.2)

The details of the Planning Frameworks in relation to biodiversity to which developers must adhere 
are set out in Appendix E.3. 

Further layers of planning considerations are driven by much of the area lying within the South Devon 
Area of Natural Beauty (SD AONB). Relevant sections of the AONB management plan are set out in 
Appendix E.4. 

In July 2019, South Hams District Council (SHDC) declared a Climate Change and Biodiversity 
Emergency, recognising that urgent action needs to be taken to reduce carbon emissions and protect 
ecosystems and wildlife. Until draft policies are proposed it is difficult to know what will be the result 
of this declaration.
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These legislative frameworks cover matters affecting biodiversity with varying degrees of specificity. 
Within the Dartmouth area, two specific threats may be noted: loss of habitat through extending 
buildings and hard-surfacing gardens, and light pollution. The latter has significantly increased in 
recent years due to changes in architectural styles to incorporate greater expanses of glass in buildings 
and through wasteful and inappropriate illumination of public spaces. ‘Dark Skies’ initiatives have 
drawn national attention to this issue. As the town expands its footprint, these threats will increase: 
natural habitat will be sacrificed for new buildings and their associated roads and car parking spaces, 
and light pollution will increase as a consequence. There will be negative implications for biodiversity 
even when mitigation measures are put in place.

Recent years have seen considerable growth of interest in wildlife: natural history programmes on the 
television command large audiences and the membership of conservation organisations like the 
Wildlife Trusts, the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB), and Butterfly Conservation 
(BC) have grown steadily. As a result, there are increasing numbers of knowledgeable, amateur 
naturalists and ‘citizen scientists’ who contribute to species’ recording. This means that there is more 
and more information available about the identification, status, distribution, and ecology of species. 
The Devon Biodiversity Records Centre (DBRC) collates records from a wide range of sources. Its 
report on the Dartmouth area, covering both habitats and species is attached as Appendix E.5.

It focuses on two main categories of species: development control species and other legally protected 
and notable species. It is important to note that many other species occur in the Dartmouth area that 
do not fall under these headings. This does not imply that they are of little or no value. Changing 
climatic and environmental conditions mean that the status of species is subject to constant change. A 
current example of pressing concern is the common ash (fraxinus excelsior). Throughout the area 
there are significant numbers of ash which will be affected by ash die-back disease.  Plans are being 
developed by landowners and conservation organisations for the replacement of trees with native 
deciduous trees, both in woodland areas and along hedgerows. However, there will be some loss of 
biodiversity not only from the loss of the trees but also from the loss of species specifically adapted to 
them.

On a more positive note, two projects have enhanced the biodiversity of the Dartmouth area (as well 
as other areas). Since 1993, the RSPB has worked with local landowners to bring the Cirl Bunting 
(Emberiza cirlus) back from the brink of extinction as a British breeding bird, resulting in an 800% 
increase in its population. In 2015, the Devon Wildlife Trust (DWT) began working with local 
landowners to improve conditions for the Greater Horseshoe Bat (Rhinolophus ferrumequinum) 
around the River Dart and along the coast. There is a roost at Britannia Royal Naval College and the 
bat has been recorded in Dartmouth Community Orchard (October 2016) with a total of 9 other 
species as part of the project. 

Key to both these successes has been adequate funding, DEFRA’s High Level Stewardship scheme, 
and the willingness of local landowners to work with the scientists and ecologists of the organisations 
concerned over extended periods. Other threatened species have also benefited from the management 
that is happening for these two target species.

The Dartmouth area remains relatively rich in biodiversity and local observers have much to enjoy. 
For example, in addition to the species listed by DBRC, a local moth trapper has recorded Portland 
Ribbon Wave (Idaea degeneraria -Red Data Book species) and Ruddy Carpet (Catarhoe rubidata - 
Nationally Scarce B species) in recent years. 
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The situation regarding the distribution and abundance of species is dynamic and species that are 
common today may decline rapidly. Conversely, new species may appear as a result of climate change 
and other factors. 

Policy DNP-GE-10

Planning policy at all levels must aim at enhancing biodiversity, seek to protect 
the core areas of the green matrix, the network of routes that connect them, and 
the species present in them. It must ensure legal requirements are met, that 
applicants demonstrate robust evidence of biodiversity net gain and that 
specific development plans prevent or mitigate the loss of biodiversity.
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Locally Important Views (LIV)

There are many impressive and important views within the parish of Dartmouth. Those selected after 
consultation with our Community are highlighted to support the policies of the South Devon AONB 
in Planning and Development. They fall into 3 categories:

LIVs showing the nature of the approaches to Dartmouth. All these represent green highways 
variously consisting of Devon banks, historic walls, and hedgerows with assorted shrubs and 
trees that are important for their visual qualities, imbue a sense of tranquillity and provide 
important habitats for biodiversity (see Section on this topic).

LIVs from the town showing the bowl of green spaces, woodland and agricultural land which 
create the varied Landscape and Seascape Character Types (LCTs) and provide the character 
and setting of Dartmouth.

LIVs into the new and old parts of the town emphasising the setting of the built environment.

The LIVs are listed in Appendix F and their arc of view are illustrated in Maps 8.9 and10.

Climate Change Mitigation (supportive evidence in Appendix G)

The call for urgent global and local action on climate change has already been made by scientists and 
supported by high profile international commentators such as Prince Charles and Sir David 
Attenborough. 

Community Actions

1. DTC should actively encourage local landowners to participate in 
DEFRA’s Higher Level Stewardship scheme (or its post-Brexit 
equivalent) to enhance biodiversity on agricultural land within their 
parish or otherwise to adopt practices that achieve the same aims.

2. Support Dartmouth Town Council in drawing up management plans 
(where they do not already exist) for the sites of wildlife interest that it 
owns; each plan to incorporate measures for protecting and enhancing 
biodiversity.

3. Encourage Dartmouth-based groups and individuals to work with 
conservation bodies and contribute to monitoring schemes in order to 
develop a richer picture of the biodiversity within Dartmouth parish.

4. Reduce light pollution by restricting the illumination of public spaces to 
the hours of use and ensuring street lighting has effective shields to 
reduce upwards glare.

Policy DNP-GE-11

The LPA and its officers should ensure that any proposed development 
falling within the foreground or middle ground of the views shown in 
Appendix F should not harm and should, where possible, contribute 
positively to the existing composition of the natural and built elements. 
Development should not be overly intrusive, unsightly or prominent to the 
detriment of the view as a whole, or to the landmarks within the view.
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Many Dartmouth residents and businesses have good reason to be concerned about the effects of 
climate change, especially young people; they are the future decision makers who inherit this issue, 
which will undoubtedly have an increasing impact on their lives as this century progresses. 
At the time the Dartmouth Neighbourhood Plan was being prepared (September 2020), there has been 
a sharp increase in the frequency and severity of extreme weather events in recent years; gales, snow, 
prolonged heavy rainfall, drought. Most people who live or work in and around Dartmouth have been 
affected in some way by these accelerating climatic changes; by work days lost, disrupted 
communications, reduction of tourist visits to the town, schools, shops and business closures, damage 
to garden structures, trees and roofs, road closures or diversions, damage to farm crops, or distressed 
livestock. 

The risks and challenges
The extent to which local people are concerned or affected by climate change may differ according to 
where they live, their line of work or lifestyle. The higher areas of the town including the residential 
area of Townstal, are exposed to storms and gales from all directions; these are increasing in 
frequency and reaching 60-80 mph. Whilst the lower town districts are more sheltered from north and 
westerly winds, they are more likely to be at risk of flooding and soil erosion due to rising river level, 
heavy rainfall, from ‘urban runoff’ through streets and the runoff from farmland on the hills. One of 
Dartmouth’s three seaward coves, Compass Cove, is now closed due to a landslide.
Carbon emissions, melting ice caps, rising sea level: the River Dart’s tidal waters are encroaching on 
Dartmouth’s embankment and adjacent properties. The River Dart flooded 45 times between 2015-
2020. At the current rate of global ice melt, sea levels are predicted to rise by 1.4 - 1.5 metres by early 
22nd century. By the end of the lifetime of the Dartmouth Neighbourhood Plan, 2034, the River may 
already have risen significantly. 
Between now and 2034, new legislation will come into force regarding the reduction of carbon 
emissions whilst technology and land management methods will develop new ways of reducing, 
storing or offsetting them. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has advised 
that carbon emissions must reduce globally by at least 45% by 2030, anticipating that we can avoid 
the worst effects of climate change by keeping warming below 1.5 degrees.
In 2019, Devon County Council declared a Climate Emergency and numerous local councils within 
the county have signed up to support this. DCC then set up various initiatives:  Devon Climate 
Emergency Response Group, a Net-Zero Task Force which is deciding a realistic target for net zero 
emissions, using specialist knowledge to produce an evidence-led Devon Carbon Plan. Another 
initiative, the Climate Impacts Group is using its collective knowledge to create a Devon Adaptation 
Plan. This will consider how Devon and its citizens can adapt to living in a warmer world, aiming to 
“create a resilient, net-zero carbon Devon - where people and nature thrive.” It stresses: “Achieving 
this will require collaborative action from everyone across Devon”. 
South Hams District Council (SHDC) aims to become a carbon neutral organisation by 2030 and to 
help the District of South Hams reach Zero Carbon by 2050. www.climatechange.southhams.gov.uk    
There is a current concern amongst some scientists that carbon neutrality by 2050 targets need to be 
brought forward so this date may well be reviewed, locally and nationally.
At the time of writing this report, Dartmouth Town Council has not signed up to support DCC’s 
Declaration, but in a Council meeting in July 2019, a commitment was made to consider 
environmental impact in each decision it makes, rather than declare an emergency.

Achieving net-zero carbon emissions
In order to meet the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change target of reducing carbon emissions 
by 45% by 2030 and SHDC’s target of net-zero emissions by 2050, Dartmouth Town Council, 
businesses, organisations, schools and residents would need to adopt a variety of measures. (see 
Appendix G, section 1b).

Whilst waiting for comprehensive legislation which controls carbon emissions, concerned individuals, 
families and businesses are already making choices to reduce their carbon footprints; for instance, 
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buying electric vehicles, installing renewable energy heating systems and better insulation, choosing 
green energy tariffs, recycling, reducing car journeys. 

‘Sustainable tourism’ is becoming increasingly popular; for example, many tourist destinations 
throughout the world have adopted measures like solar or electric powered ferries and tour boats, 
hydrogen-powered buses. (see Appendix G, section 2).

Proposal DNP-GE- 12
Dartmouth Town Council should support the objectives and targets contained in the Devon 
Climate Change Strategy (September 2018) and the emerging Devon Carbon Plan:
• assess and monitor the carbon footprint of local tourism, industry, transport, farming and its 

own operations to enable it to make informed recommendations and incorporate considerations 
into the planning process where possible.

• cooperatively encourage businesses such as tourist accommodation, ferry companies, the 
marina, hospitality sector, event organisers, to make the town’s attractions more innovative, 
environmentally friendly, carbon neutral and sustainable.

• introduce carbon reduction measures in Council operations, eg: consider facilitating a salary 
sacrifice scheme for electric cars, getting an electric car pool and changing the vehicle fleet to 
electric. (See Appendix G, section1c); install renewable energy systems in its buildings. reduce 
energy use & improve efficiency; buy fewer consumables and reduce waste (e.g. plastics 
especially for single use).
and ensure that:

• clear, visible signs are installed and maintained at ferry queues to prevent idling vehicle 
engines,

• ferries are not idling,
• all new developments in Dartmouth (domestic, commercial, extensions and conversions) are 

expected to contribute to lowering carbon emissions,
• transparent communications encourage a local movement for change, 

t th l f l l i ( b l )

Community Actions should be encouraged and supported to reduce carbon emissions.

Local businesses should be encouraged to contribute to a ‘Green Recovery Plan’, 
putting sustainable initiatives at the heart of economic recovery from the Coronavirus 
Covid 19 pandemic. The DNP would encourage the adaption of existing businesses and 
the welcoming of new businesses to achieve this. For example, existing or new 
businesses could adapt to retrofitting domestic and marine powering systems with clean 
energy. (Appendix G, section 1a) 

Interested individuals or groups may wish to establish a social enterprise Community 
Ownership scheme, similar to the Plymouth Energy Community whereby local people 
benefit from low cost renewable energy, investors get a fair return and a community 
benefit fund is generated to be able to support projects reducing fuel poverty and carbon 
emissions. (Appendix G, section 3).

Create a local environment awareness campaign: DTC together with community partners should 
devise a high profile, easy to follow, awareness campaign to keep local residents, businesses and 
visitors up to date with current recommendations and legislation issued by national and local 
government and environmental organisations, towards the reduction of carbon emissions and 
other measures to achieve sustainability. (Appendix G, section 4).
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Flood Prevention
“For the Dart Estuary approximately 350 properties are within the current 1% annual probability flood 
extent (1% fluvial and 0.5% tidal)…….Approximately 400 properties in the Dart Estuary are 
estimated to be within the future 1% annual probability flood extent. Dartmouth is also affected by 
wave action……Reducing flood risk overall will depend on working with Shoreline Management 
Plan policies and actions to reduce wave overtopping as well as flooding from fluvial and tidal 
sources.” South Devon Catchment Flood Management Plan, 2012.

The Environment Agency (EA) completed a report ‘Dartmouth Wave Conditions and Tidal Modelling 
Updates’ in January 2017, which was produced to improve flood warning procedures (Appendix G, 
Section 4a) . This report is intended to help the community better understand the risks they face now 
and in the future, and to help them continue to work with partners such as the EA, SHDC and South 
West Devon Council, to see if there are any works that can be done to mitigate the impact of these 
risks.  Residents are advised to start making their properties more flood resilient so that they are better 
able to recover from future flood events. 

Various scenarios of ‘AEP’ events were projected; this means a probability measured as a percentage, 
a term used to describe flood size, eg. 1% AEP flood has 1% chance of occurring in any year. It found 
the dominant risk (up to the 1.33% AEP event) arises from waves overtopping Dartmouth’s town 
defences.
50% AEP extent covers the North and South Embankments, Dart Marina, Bayards Cove and Lower 

Ferry slipway.
From the 10% AEP, flooding becomes more extensive and reaches as far as Victoria Road, 

progressively worse with increasing severity.
From a 0.5% event, the dominant flood mechanism switches to a tidal flood risk, as water level is high 

enough to overtop Dartmouth’s defences.

Defending the Embankment
Historical evidence has indicated that a wave overtopping risk exists at Dartmouth. Most at risk are 
properties surrounding the Lower Ferry slipway, Bayards Cove and Dart Marina. The town is 
protected by embankment defences and the sluice gate at the Boatfloat and harbour, preventing 
flooding to most properties. Only in the event of the harbour gate failing or defences overtopped is 
there significant flood risk. Due to the steep topography, the extent of flood risk is relatively 
contained. There is however, low ground where waters propagate further into town along Duke Street, 
Victoria Road and market area. Here, the flooding has been further exacerbated by heavy rainfall run 
off from the streets leading into the area.

Devon and Cornwall Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management Projects - Local Levy 
Programme Capital Programme proposes to spend £25,000 on protection for Bayards Cove in 2021-
22. Owners of properties most at risk will be contributing to the cost of this. This historic section of 
the embankment is a prominent and attractive feature of the town and falls within the AONB area. 
(see Appendix G, section 5a).

Flood Warning Area
There is currently one Flood Warning Area (FWA) serving Dartmouth, covering Coronation Park 
through the town centre to Bayards Cove. The 2017 EA Report produced new thresholds, scenarios, 
risks and conditions for issuing flood alerts. It recommends that a survey of defences at Dart Marina 
and Bayards Cove be carried out so that a more accurate flood risk at these locations can be estimated. 
If additional resources can be made available, splitting the FWA into four sub-areas with separate 
trigger levels would help reduce the number of unnecessary flood alerts and warnings.

Policy DNP-GE-13

The EA, in collaboration with DTC, SHDC and DCC should press ahead with flood 
prevention measures for Dartmouth as a matter of urgency.  However, the design of flood 
defences should be compatible with the historic setting and the materials used should be in 
accordance with AONB policy on conserving and enhancing the natural beauty of the area 
of outstanding natural beauty, and involve public consultation.
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Natural Flood Management
It is unlikely that sea defence walls would be built all around the coast to protect against rising sea 
levels. In 2017, the Environment Agency published data, case studies and evidence about the role of 
natural flood management in reducing flood risk. Natural flood management is when natural 
processes are used to reduce the risk of flooding and coastal erosion. “Working with natural processes 
to reduce flood risk is not a new concept but this is the first time that all the evidence from case 
studies has been brought together, with the intention of enabling more uptake.”
Examples include: 
restoring bends in rivers
changing the way land is managed along the entire river course so soil can absorb more water 
(Sustainable Draining Systems); creating saltmarshes on the coast to absorb wave energy. (Appendix 
G, Section 5b)

Run off rainfall, erosion and landslides
Periods of drought followed by prolonged heavy rain can cause erosion by the alternate drying and 
saturation of clay soil, on top of the local Dartmouth slate in higher pasture areas. Landowners and 
developers have a duty of care to ensure that their land is safely managed. There are various direct 
methods of preventing landslides; these include modifying slope geometry, using chemical agents to 
reinforce slope material, installing structures such as piles and retaining walls, grouting rock joints 
and fissures, diverting debris pathways, and rerouting surface and underwater drainage, installing 
geomats and geogrids. (Appendix G, section 5c)

The Environment Agency has produced an action plan guide for communities in the event of flooding: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/flooding-developing-a-multi-agency-flood-
plan/developing-a-multi-agency-flood-plan 
It is anticipated that such as scheme will have been established in Dartmouth by the time the 
Neighbourhood Plan is made.

District and Borough Councils are Risk Management Authorities and key partners in planning local 
flood risk management. They can carry out flood risk management works on minor watercourses 
(outside of IDB areas), work in partnership with Lead Local Flood Authorities (LLFA) and other Risk 
Management Authorities to ensure risks are managed effectively, including in relation to taking 
decisions on development in their area. This would inevitably involve the Dartmouth Harbour 
Authority as a local partner.
Coastal protection authorities: District and unitary authorities in coastal areas are Coastal Protection 
Authorities. They lead on coastal erosion risk management activities in their area. They are 
responsible for developing Shoreline Management Plans (SMPs) which provide a long term holistic 
framework for managing the risk of coastal change on their section of the coast. 
The Environment Agency has a strategic overview to ensure that decisions about the coast are made 
in a joined-up manner, by 
• regular monitoring risk of landslip or landslides in farmland,
• requiring landowners to take appropriate action to mitigate risk, such as reducing risk of urban 

runoff flooding by Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDs) solutions such as porous pavements, 
culverts and channels, ensuring clear drainage systems throughout the year.

Policy DNP-GE-14
Any policy or development which impacts upon the Parish or its setting should 
be evaluated with regard to flood risk. No such policy or development will be 
allowed if it would lead to an increase in flood risk unless there is adequate 
mitigation. Policies or development which reduces flood risk should be 
encouraged.
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Storm and wind damage
With increasing frequency of storms and gales, a natural solution would be to create more wind 
breaks by tree and hedgerow planting and through planning requirements, to ensure that any trees 
felled and hedgerows removed are replaced. However, this is not a quick-fix solution and the right 
species of trees must be selected: advice should be sought on the right mix of fast growing trees, 
which may have a shorter lifespan and slower growing trees with longer lifespans.

South Hams District Council has adopted a  Trees on Council Land Policy
“The Council’s aim is to manage the existing trees on its estate in order that they should provide 
maximum public benefit and amenity whilst paying due regard to issues of safety and nuisance. The 
Council is also committed to a programme of additional and replacement planting in order to achieve 
an ongoing net gain in the number and quality of trees on Council land.”

Conclusion

The Dartmouth Neighbourhood Plan presents an opportunity at a pivotal moment, when we 
can collectively consider the risks and decide what action to take to protect ourselves, the 
town and environment. Clearly, a collaborative approach must be taken, locally, regionally, 
nationally and internationally. The climate is not restricted by parish boundaries of course; 
carbon emissions and pollution produced by one area affects another. Issues of climate 
change and diminished biodiversity are interlinked; it is in everyone’s interest to follow 
recommended strategies, led by science and environmental experts, in order to tackle both 
issues simultaneously.

Policy DNP-GE-15
Dartmouth Town Council should adopt a similar policy to SHDC 
regarding trees and work with the Tree Warden to protect and manage 
trees on any land it owns or controls.


